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ABSTRACT

Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) communication has been recognized as the technology of choice for contemporary wireless systems, due to its capability to significantly improve communication quality and efficiency. The Joint Detection-Decoding (JDD) scheme with convolutional codes has been proposed of designing efficient MIMO receiver structure. Specifically, the JDD architecture combines two significant blocks, i.e., MIMO detector and convolutional decoder, into one unit and can improve the BER performance. This paper aims to investigate the design trade-offs of the JDD/CJDD scheme resulted by tree search based Fano algorithm and to elucidate the optimal utilization scenario for different performance considerations. Specifically, the CJDD schemes will be implemented based on three tree search algorithms, breadth-first search, depth-first search, and Fano algorithm. Furthermore, performance metrics of timing efficiency, are complexity, and processing variability will be explored for these three algorithms respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

JDD algorithm is examined the validity of every path in the tree based on the trellis structure of the encoder . the JDD algorithm has a significant drawback that it performs only when the number of output bits per trellis stage can be completely mapped to one node of the tree, such as 16-QAM with rate-1/2 or 64-QAM with rate-1/3 codes.

Joint Detection and Decoding Scheme (JDD)

In this separate structure, of the MIMO detector finds the shortest path and delivers the detected result to the decoder; the BER performance of this scheme is not optimal. The joint scheme requires only single tree search engine that performs MIMO detection and channel decoding procedures currently. MIMO detection and decoding of convolutional code concurrently for the system of 16-QAM modulation with rate-1/2 codes.

Configurable Joint Detection and Decoding Scheme (CJDD)

The essential concept of the CJDD approach lies in the Valid Symbol Finder (VSF) operation, which checks the state of channel encoder, generates valid output (coded) bits, and combines these valid output bits into valid symbols according to the modulation scheme and the code rate of encoder.

The CJDD-KB Algorithm

The K-Best (KB) algorithm lies within the class of breadth first approaches and sets up a threshold K where according to the path metrics, K best nodes as the survivors and discards others. At first, the starting point enters each states from survivor series into VSF algorithm. After the VSF algorithm returns output bits, next valid states, and all the path metrics, the returning metrics will be sorted with ascending order and only K best paths are survived. The advantages of CJDD-KB algorithm:

- Predictable,
- The memory usage and computing time can be estimated in advance

It does not guarantee finding the real shortest path in the tree structure and thus results in degraded BER performance. To be specific, the value of parameter K plays the critical role on the determination of performance and complexity.

- A small K results in severely degraded BER, although the utilization of hardware resources can also be reduced.
- A larger K improves the BER performance at the cost of degraded throughput as well as increased hardware complexity and power dissipation

The CJDD-DFS Algorithm

The typical DFS algorithm uses a threshold to determine which paths are promising or should be discarded.

At the beginning, the variable MIN is set as a threshold to store the smallest current path metric and the default value is infinite, in order to ensure that the first path metric can be successfully updated to the variable MIN.

The CJDD-DFS algorithm will send its encoder state into VSF to determined valid paths. After the path metrics are returned, the smallest path metric is identified and compared with the variable MIN. If the path metric is smaller than MIN, the algorithm will update the threshold and check whether the node from next L, level(s) is the leaf node. On the other hand, when the path metric is larger than MIN, the index goes back L, level(s) and discards this path permanently.

If the algorithm has checked all the tree structure and the index is back to the root, the algorithm will return information
3. CONCLUSION
This paper presented three CJDD algorithms based on different tree search structures. Specifically, we explicitly elucidate the advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm from the aspects of BER performance, computational complexity, area complexity, and run-time variations.

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The CJDD-Fano Algorithm
The CJDD-DFS algorithm has a prominent drawback that it needs to traverse all the way down to the bottom of the tree and reverse back to the top level, where such lengthy traversing distance results in excessive delays and latencies. Its main feature is to perform threshold checking in different paths back and forth repeatedly. When all the path metrics in the tree structure are greater than the threshold, the algorithm will automatically increase the value of threshold until there is a path can pass it.

The main difference between the CJDD-Fano and CJDDDFS algorithms lies in the threshold adjustment strategy. The threshold of CJDD-DFS algorithm is updated ascending, while the threshold of CJDD-Fano algorithm can be increased or decreased in different situations.

Advantages
• The shortest path in the tree structure and thus results in the optimal BER performance.
• The CJDD-DFS algorithm greatly reduces the storage requirement, comparing to the CJDD-KB method.

Disadvantages
• It is difficult to predict the computation time
• Path is available at the end of tree search

The bits from the path with the shortest path metric MIN and end the algorithm.
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